
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Director - Commercialisation (S151)

To: Performance Monitoring Panel Tuesday, 13 November 2018

(Authors: Richard Hodgson Executive Manager Property and Development/ Matthew 
Hogan – Executive Manager Growth, Sam Knowles – Strategic Finance and 
Compliance Manager)

Subject Information on future commercialisation projects

Purpose: To provide an update for Performance MonitoringPanel (PMP) following the 
introductory presentation given to PMP in May 2018 by the Executive Director 
– Commercialisation (S151) on activities and progress made on growth and 
commercialisation opportunities.

Recommendation(s): 

1) That Performance Monitoring Panel notes progress made on the range of activities outlined 
in this report

2) That Performance Monitoring Plan provide the Executive Director – Commercialisation 
(S151) with details of which areas, if any at this stage, it would want included in its forward 
work-plan for further update and consideration.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 PMP received a power-point presentation from the Executive Director – Commercialisation 
(S151) at its meeting held on 2nd May 2018. The presentation set out a range of 
commercialisation opportunities being pursued by the Council and how the Council was 
approaching these. 

1.2 The May 2018 presentation consisted of 5 main topic areas  (1) why commercialisation was 
important (2) resources in place and to be secured within the newly created Delivery Unit 
(3) how the Delivery Unit would manage projects going forward through a series of delivery 
plans, signed off by Executive Members (4) how officers were approaching the key issues 
of delivering new assets for the likes of the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and Welland 
Homes (WH) and better utilisation of existing assets and (5) delivering a range of work-
streams linked to the Council’s Open for Business agenda including the proactive 
management of a Prospects List.

2. 0 PURPOSE AND CONTEXT

2.1 The purpose of this report is to provide PMP with an update on activities and example 
areas where future commercialisation opportunities are being considered and some specific 
examples for consideration.  



2.2 Commercialisation is important for many reasons, some of these are set out in the graphic 
below.
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2.3      There is no hard and fast rule to creating and delivering commercial opportunities. Some 
opportunities will come and others will either not be appropriate or pass the Council as they 
are unviable or undeliverable. The key is for the Council and its officers to identify 
opportunities, evaluate these and where necessary react quickly. 

To do this there is a need to maintain a commercial mind-set, looking for opportunities to do 
things differently, stopping doing things in one way, when there are clear benefits of doing it 
differently, be bold and most of all where possible through forward planning, be prepared. 
As an example, at the end of October officers bid for £59k of central government grant 
funding for feasibility work on the former depot site at Holbeach. The bid was made to for 
One Public Estate programme, a national programme of £15 m of grant funding. The 
programme was formally launched on 28th September 2018 giving officers a very short 
window to scope the project, prepare and bid, of less than 30 days. This was achieved and 
a bid was made in good time.

2.4    It is important to note that the Growth and Commercialisation Directorate is not the only 
Directorate identifying and delivering commercial opportunities, there are initiatives 
underway throughout the Council for example a review of fees and charges and the 
procurement of a new leisure provider for the Council’s leisure centres. However given the 
number of commercialisation opportunities being pursued by the Commercialisation 
Directorate, this report concentrates on some of the many areas the Growth and Delivery 
teams are working on. 

2.5    The Growth and Delivery teams are well placed to identify opportunities and plan for 
delivery, given the functions which they cover, e.g. local plan setting, inward investment 
and projects. The teams are identifying, scoping, evaluating and seeking funding streams, 
often external, to deliver these on a regular basis and the programme is growing particularly 
to reflect some specific business growth opportunities identified through the Key Account 



Holders liaison with local businesses. There is however a part to play for all officers and 
Members to help identify, feed these back to the teams and help them support the delivery 
of new commercialisation opportunities, as appropriate.

2.6    The Growth and Commercialisation Directorate is split into three main strands. Growth, 
Strategic Planning and Inward Investment (including the Grants for Growth programme) fall 
under the management of the Shared Executive Manager – Growth. 

2.7    The Shared Executive Manager – Property and Development manages a small team of 
project and programme specialists and in the case of Breckland Council (BDC), commercial 
property. Some of this commercial property expertise has been able to be shared with 
SHDC, through this shared management arrangement including advice on letting of vacant 
industrial premises and the programmed installation of the new access control system at 
the Council’s Priory Road offices. The new access control system which provides for parts 
of the building to be separately controlled will prove invaluable when seeking to let surplus 
space to other organisations at Priory Road. Many organisations want to secure their own 
area of occupation and this system will provide that flexibility.

Some of the experience gained from working with UKPN and land promoters at BDC, on 
their Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) bid has also proved invaluable when assessing 
utility provision on the likes of the Food Enterprise Zone and how land may be assembled 
and viability assessments on the Spalding HIF project. Due diligence on the BDC scheme 
at Thetford is in an earlier “wave” of due diligence than SHDC’s, so much of the process 
and areas for review are now well understood for the SHDC team. Further details on the 
HIF project are provided later in this report.

2.8    Management of the Council’s commercial property estate at SHDC falls under the Place 
Directorate but nevertheless there is a strong relationship between the two teams (Asset 
and Delivery teams) and this is starting to pay dividends with some of the planned actions 
for improving the investment estate, providing more choice for existing tenants and local 
businesses and in doing so opportunities to increase income to the Council. 

Members will see a new letting policy being developed in the Spring of 2019 as well as 
work to build new units at Crowland and potentially other Council sites, advance, subject to 
planning and tender returns. This refreshed approach should lead to not only increased 
incomes but also with long term investment plans, targeted spend supported by a range of 
new performance indicators and where appropriate, expansion through new build. 

2.9    Both the Growth and Delivery teams are seeking to recruit new staff, filling vacant posts, 
and in doing so create more capacity to deliver new and emerging commercialisation 
opportunities. Where specialist resource is needing to be brought in for very specialist 
areas such as architectural design and build cost estimation officers are working on setting 
up a new supplier framework, where possible sourced from the local supply chain. Where 
this is not possible we will seek to use established frameworks with competitive tendering 
as appropriate to secure specialist resource. Examples include the ESPO, Crown 
Commercial, and Perfect Circle frameworks. SHDC if it does create its own framework for 
services could seek to recover set up costs through charging to access the framework. 
Peterborough City Council have recently set up such a framework with local construction 
companies and charges a framework access fee. Officers at both BDC and SHDC continue 
to look at opportunities to provide services to other Council’s but at present with the large 



number of projects currently on the delivery programmes this is not a priority area for 
officers. 

2.10  The third and final strand is the strategic finance team overseen by the Council’s Strategic 
Finance and Compliance Manager. Although this briefing for PMP concentrates on the 
growth and delivery functions the finance team plays an important role in looking at how 
and where things can be done differently. Examples include increasing fees and charges, 
providing performance data for let properties and financial modelling support and expertise 
for project evaluation.

2.11  Projects under management of either the Growth or Delivery team are in one or more ways 
linked to either saving money, delivering new or higher income streams, levering in 
investment, creating jobs or planning for future opportunities to do one or more of these. 

Projects are all Corporate Plan referenced, have project scope and gateways defined, have 
a sponsor and project lead/ manager confirmed, spend programmed, budget tracking, 
communications milestones confirmed and an agreed updating and monitoring process in 
place (dependent on the stage of the specific project). 

Housing delivery is and is likely to remain a key focus for the team going forward. There are 
many initiatives underway including bidding and securing grant funding, using land and the 
Council’s money to deliver built asset and with these, an income stream from either land 
sales, development loans or future rents.

2.12  The delivery of new housing is a key objective of the Council and with it comes lots of 
opportunities to underpin this with “commercial” activities. The Council has created a wholly 
owned development/housing management vehicle to deliver new housing for market rent, 
Welland Homes. Its first project, the Walters Close development (15 homes for market rent 
in Spalding) was completed in 2017 and is performing well with 100% occupancy and rent 
collection this year.

Here the Council transferred land to Welland Homes for which it secured a capital receipt 
and development/loan finance from which it secures an income. A similar model has been 
used for two further schemes are in currently development, Tennants Close, Long Sutton (5 
houses) and Pankhurst Close, Spalding (10 houses). Both schemes will be let at a market 
level rent and are due to enter management in March and April 2019 respectively. 

A number of further new business opportunities are being considered including a potential 
acquisition of built units a Housing Association and potential development on existing 
SHDC owned land. There is an active drive to establish the pipeline to fulfil the agreed 
programme of 60 units in management by Welland Homes by 2021 with 25 homes currently 
committed, and opportunities are being appraised on a monthly basis.



2.13  A summary of the benefits of Welland Homes, to SHDC since 2015 is set out below

SHDC Benefits form Welland Homes Ltd

2015-
16

2016-
17

2017-
18 2018-19

2019-
20 TOTAL

Actual Actual Actual Forecast Budget

Total Overhead Costs 
Recovered 50,231 28,552 33,301 30,774 38,046 180,904

Total Interest Income 470 43,275 82,120 101,859 227,724

Total SHDC Income from 
WHL 50,231 29,022 76,576 112,894 139,905 408,628

The Council is also working hard to identify a pipeline of new build assets to utilise funding 
for development held in the Housing Revenue Account (HRA). At Small Drove, Weston, an 
SHDC owned site, planning approval was secured earlier this year and a tender has 
recently concluded to appoint a contractor to develop the 34 units for affordable rent and 
shared ownership on the site. The scheme is set to start on site early 2019 subject to final 
approval. Utilising existing Council assets and managing the pre development and 
development process by using the specialist team created to deliver housing projects is 
leading to accelerated development. 

Officers have also been active with S106 linked acquisitions. Contract negotiations are 
underway following the successful offer to purchase 18 homes across 3 sites with local 
developer Ashwood Homes. The scheme will be the first S106 purchase for SHDC and will 
utilise £1.5M earmarked for s106 purchases in the capital budget. This purchase will be 
partly funded out of time limited Right to Buy receipts.

2.14  SHDC have also applied to become Investment Partners with Homes England. This is the 
mechanism by which grant funding can be accessed to support the SHDC affordable 
housing programme. Concurrently a bid has been submitted to Home England for over £1M 
of grant funding to support the development of Small Drove in Weston. The bid is due to be 
determined in November and the team are hopeful to be able to update Members on its 
progress when the scheme goes for full approval at November’s Cabinet.

2.15  Last but by no means least, for housing, is the work the Growth and Delivery teams are 
doing on managing the complex due diligence process on the Housing Infrastructure Bid 
(HIF), a grant of £12m against a c £20m road infrastructure project to open up development 
of the Spalding Northern Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE), also known as the Vernatts 
SUE. 

Here officers bid for grant funding and secured an offer of grant at a level which should 
significantly help the speed of delivery of this urban extension. The grant will fund two new 
roundabouts including a new 5 arm roundabout, a bridge over the railway, and road which 
in time should form part of the estimated c£100m Spalding Western Relief Road. 

To aid delivery the Council took the decision to second an existing manager to be the 
senior responsible officer to co-ordinate the Council’s many work-streams here and backfill 



his substantive post. This move is already paying dividends with that officer providing an 
effective conduit between internal and external resource, the County Council on the road 
design and the two primary developers for this area.  

With new homes will come new Council Tax income, opportunities for jobs creation, 
through the construction phases and beyond and new investment into not only built 
infrastructure but services through S106’s related contributions secured from the housing to 
be delivered as a consequence of this new infrastructure.  

3.0    PRIORITISING COMMERCIALISATION OPPORTUNITIES 

3.1    Cabinet Members have approved a work programme for the Growth and Delivery teams 
and this is regularly updated by the relevant portfolio Executive Member and senior 
leadership team through the Growth Board. 

The programmes include housing and non-housing projects. An example of a large non -
housing project is the Holbeach Food Enterprise Zone which sits at the intersection 
between the A151 and the A17. Here the Council along with development partners the 
County Council are progressing development of c 5000sqm of new build employment units 
across 35 acres of land part in public ownership and part privately owned. 

The Council is looking at investment options where it can play an active part in bringing this 
development forward and securing an acceptable return on its investment. To assist in the 
development of this site the Council has progressed a Local Development Order which was 
approved by Planning Committee during the Summer. This will give investors and 
developers the added confidence that schemes being brought forward for this site should 
be supported, a sort of simplified planning process which will save time and money for 
investors/ developers. 

3.2    With new development for employment uses comes new business rates and jobs as well as 
planning income fees as a consequence of more applications coming through. The role of 
the Council in these sorts of schemes is therefore varied. It can invest directly using its own 
money to secure a return on investment, it can seek to simplify the processes particularly 
planning, it can be a joint bidder for funding (in the case of the FEZ it worked in tandem and 
supported LCC’s successful Local Enterprise Partnership grant bid of £3m to support offsite 
infrastructure) or it could take a commercial stake in the development by acquiring land.

3.3    The Council is also a direct bidder for various grant funding pots. So far during 2018, the 
Growth and Delivery teams have worked closely to bid for over £200k of funding from the 
One Public Estate, and Land Release funding pots for the proposed Extracare facility at 
Kings Road, Spalding (land the Council owns) and £60k for a feasibility study on the former 
Holbeach depot site. In the case of the former the bid was not successful due to the 
programme being oversubscribed but will be held and re-presented pending any 
underspends on the programme. An announcement on Holbeach will be made in the Spring 
of 2019. These are in addition to the bids made to Homes England in particular the 
substantial HIF bid at £12m.

3.4    Officers continue to progress plans for an additional 1500sqm of development on Council 
owned land at Crease Drove, trebling the size of the Council’s investment here in modern 
industrial units. Cabinet supported the scheme in late Spring and plans are progressing to 
secure planning consent, tender the works and commence construction in the Spring of 
next year. 

Local agents Barker Storey Matthews and Longstaff’s are about to be appointed to begin 
marketing the units, in advance of development with the intention of securing pre lets. 



Officers are already in discussions with potential tenants for over a third of the space to be 
built which is testimony to the confidence officers have in securing new tenants for units of 
a size. The Council presently don’t hold in its portfolio any units of this size, units of 
between 100sqm and 300sqm as opposed to the maximum size presently of c 55sqm. 
These will enable established and growing businesses within the district to grow and hence 
stay within the district and new entrants to be accommodated, potentially from neighbouring 
areas. With these come new income streams through rents and business rates as well as 
new jobs. A similar project to look at expansion opportunities on Council land has just 
begun at the Railway Lane site, Sutton Bridge. 

3.5    Alongside the delivery of new commercial units of varying sizes will be a new approach to 
how we let these units, flexible tenancies, closer working with tenants linked to the 
Council’s “Open for Business” agenda, links where possible to the “Grants for Growth” 
programme and the recently created Prospects List (a managed list of business enquiries). 

The Council have already been successful, working alongside its partners to create space 
for the arrival of the Department of Wok and Pensions for its Job Centre Plus offer through 
reconfiguring areas of the building previously occupied by Customer Services and for the 
Contract Centre. DWP took occupation in March 2018 on a new 10 year lease with a rent 
and service charge contribution in excess of £50k pa as well as investing over 60% of the 
capital cost of delivering the reconfiguration works. 

There is a strong likelihood that further moves will take place during the first six months of 
2019 bringing additional new income in through rent and service charge. 

Heating improvement works being managed by the Delivery team in the atrium will improve 
the environment in this area during the Winter season, enabling the atrium to be better 
utilised by both officers and the public, particularly for those using the newly installed self-
service terminals, electronic payment machines and scan stations in this area.  

3.6    Officers are also looking a range of other opportunities to lever in specialist technical 
support and grant funding. Last month officers met with the Woodland Trust to look at how 
additional woodland could be created in the District and where the Trust could support 
these projects including funding through the “More Woods Programme”. 

Officers from the Delivery Team have also been working with the Nene Park Trust who 
manage 1700 hectatres of park and open space in Peterborough to look at how it might set 
up an endowment fund to generate revenue to support the delivery and future management 
of both woods and open space. This work has proved invaluable with the work underway at 
the likes of Moulton Park- to identify options for community use and long term endowment, 
adopting the principle where possible of these initiatives being self-funding.

Bidding for grant funding is and will continue to be a key feature of the work the teams do 
over the coming months. A new post of Grants Officer is being created and that post will 
play an integral part with the work the teams do once recruited.

4.0     LOOKING FORWARD

4.1    Much more work will be done on moving forward housing delivery through a variety of 
models underpinned where possible by grant funding. Concluding the due diligence and 
securing the funding the HIF bid will be a vital part of the next 6 months work on enabling 
housing delivery but other initiatives will run alongside. Officers will also want to look closely 
and work with interested parties at Custom and Self Build, identifying where possible which 
of the Council’s surplus sites may be suited. 



4.2    Officers will continue to work with other public sector partners under the ethos of One 
Public Estate to understand better the profile of public sector owned assets across the 
District and collaborate where possible. South Holland’s surplus land assets will be added 
to the register of all public land assets which are surplus and reviewed by other public 
services to see if there are synergies for example with their land holdings and if so the 
opportunity for a joint approach to development, service delivery of joint sale.  

Where possible officers will bring forward for consideration by Members strategic 
purchases. There may be opportunities for the Council to intervene and buy vacant 
buildings for conversion or stalled sites for development, utilising where possible grant 
funding to unlock these. If there is the potential to deliver a site and potentially a building 
then holding the building for long term investment purposes then this will be considered. By 
establishing a close working relationship with business through various forums such as 
Town Centre focussed organisations/ groups, particularly through the key account process, 
underpinning the Open for Business agenda and active management and monitoring of the 
Prospects list and other means, the Council will get a better understanding of what is 
important for businesses to thrive and how the Council can support them. This model can 
also work with the likes of sports clubs and how investment for example in the construction 
of all-weather pitches could generate improved facilities and good levels of return on 
investment for the Council. 

4.3    The provision of good quality facilities for the public does not mean that these have to be 
run with a large subsidy. Officers are looking at for example how it might bring funding in to 
the Ayscoughfee Hall Museum and increase the number of popular films and live theatre 
events at the South Holland Centre including the opportunity to run first run films rather 
than what tends to be the case, film screening after the films have been first shown 
elsewhere. These sorts of initiatives will work in tandem with other initiatives to generate 
additional footfall in the town centres. 

4.4    The opportunity to secure additional income for the Council or reduce cost through Green 
Energy options and new site infrastructure will also form part of the forward plan of work the 
team will do. Save for the Photovoltaic panels on the roof of Priory Road the Council 
haven’t heavily invested in green energy technology. Whilst the returns on investment are 
significantly less than when some of these initiatives first came forward, such as the high 
levels of Feeding Tariff for solar panels, there are still opportunities to introduce these and 
other technologies.

4.5    Sharing of technical expertise with both BDC and key partners such as the County Council 
will continue to be an area of importance for the teams. In addition knowing more about 
existing assets and new asset acquisition opportunities should pay dividends. 

Officers will seek to maximise the use of its new Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 
to accurately map assets held and look at how in particular the key features of the housing 
asset information systems can be replicated to cover non housing assets. A key will also be 
to building relationships with commercial tenants, businesses and business leaders. The 
contract with Opportunity Peterborough to deliver inward investment focussed work will 
assist with this. 

The Growth and Delivery teams will also work closely with developers to ensure that the 
local plan delivery targets are met as best they can to avoid any threat of not having a five 
year land supply which will impact on the Council’s ability through its Local Plan process to 
marshal development in the right areas.  

Through collaboration with other Council Departments and colleagues the teams will make 
sure that money spent on projects such as the installation of electric charging points is in 



the most appropriate locations, not those where in the short to medium term development 
could take place and equipment needing to be relocated.

5.0  OPTIONS

5.1 The report is intended to provide an update on initiatives being undertaken to identify and 
deliver commercial opportunities for the Council. The Council could chose not to pursue the 
opportunities sect out in this report and hence listed a do nothing option. This is considered 
impractical given the pressures the Council faces and many of these approaches are now 
embedded in the way the Council operates, for example promoting growth and seeking to 
improve income to the Council.

6.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

6.1 PMP have asked for an update on commercialisation initiatives so it is appropriate to ask 
PMP to note the contents of this report and identify any areas of specific interest for future 
updates.

7.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

7.1 Opportunities set out in the report have the potential for a wide range of benefits for the 
Council. These include service improvement, income generation, improved risk 
management and liability reduction, an increased ability to influence things such as housing 
and employment growth, lever in capital and revenue funding and enhanced reputation for 
the Council.  

8.0 IMPLICATIONS

8.1 In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of any 
decision set out - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. The author has determined that as this is an update report providing examples of the 
areas of work being undertaken, by whom and key processes being followed that at this 
stage none of these matters need to be specifically covered as separate items.

9.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

9.1 All Wards.

10.0 ACRONYMS

10.1 HIF – Housing Infrastructure Fund
10.2 PMP - Performance Management Panel 
10.3 CPBS – Compass Point Business Services (East Coast)
10.4 SHDC – South Holland District Council
10.5 SWRR – Spalding Western Relief
10.6 LDO – Local Development Order
10.7 SUE – Sustainable Urban Extension
10.8 BDC – Breckland District Council
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